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7ell the truth an.d don •t be afraid"

Candidate Jorns
to visit campus
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Administration editor

BA
PEC.
~SPECIAL
145
~I!

ations for Jerry's Kids
ilt•)', a 9 year old Charleston resident collects donations for children with Muscular Dystrophy·outilb .Walker on Monday afternoon on the corner of Lincoln Ave. and University. The Muscular
h1•Telethon starts tonight and runs all day and all evening tomorrow.

nity committee being planned
"I think we have racial unrest at Eastern, but I
don't think what we have tiere is as bad as it is at
schools like Northern," she said: "In comparison,
ent Senate Speaker Luke Neumann is trying we don't have the type of violence a lot of other
ize a new senate committee that would pro- universities have."
open discussion of racial issues on· campus
Medina said she would be interested in a committee of this sort if it would help minority students
ony between Eastern's ethnic groups.
looking for dialogue between the various represent their needs and concerns to the student
sroups on campus," Neumann said.
government
"Hispanic students are not fully represented in
mann would like the committee to include
rested student members, as well as himself, the university," she said. "I would like to be a part
ident, or a representatives from the Black of this committee if I knew it was going to take
some action and not just be all talk. It would be nice
t Union, as well as representatives from the
to feel that student government would really help
ic Student Union.
ann said the idea for the committee came to represent our needs."
Neumann said this committee would be set up to
ter senate viewed a movie last year concernial unrest on college campuses. During the offer "immediate senate help to mi'nority concerns."
"Members of this committee could be sure that
discussion that followed, Neumann said it
to his attention that Eastern had racial prob- their concerns will be heard and addressed," he
said. "Their concerns would go straight to the senof its own to deal with.
there's unrest (at Eastern) it's under the sur- ate and not through a senate liaison who might forhe said. "But you can't pull the covers over get by the meeting what the organization wanted
1yes and say because I don't see it,it's not addressed. lt(racial relations on campus) is very
We just have to start now to prevent it from important, and we're going to get to work on this
issue."
g."
Neumann said another step in promoting race
lhink a committee like this would be a good
ard addressing minority issues at Eastern," relations on campus would be for the student body
aren Medina, founder of the HSU. "It would to attend events sponsored by organizations such as
sitive step if it opens the door between stu- the BUS and HSU.
"An example of this is I plan on participating in
vernment and HSU."
edma said she agrees with Neumann that the Martin Luther King Jr. march this year," he said.
has a problem with race relations.
"The man belonged to all of~."

David Jorns, the third of four
presidential candidates to visit
Eastern's campus, will undergo a
series of interviews Tuesday and
Wednesday in the 1895 room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Jorns is currently the vice president for academic affairs and
provost at Northern Kentucky
University in Highland Heights,
Ky. and has held the positions
since 1988.
Before arriving at NKU, Jorns
was the dean of the college of
Fine Arts and Humanities and
West Texas State University in
Canyon, Texas.
He is a Ph.D. in Theatre
History and Criticism, which he
received in 1973 from UCLA. He
got both his master's degr~ in
Speech and Drama in 1968 and
his bachelor's degree in Radio{fV
in 1966 from Oklahoma State
University.
From 1967 to 1970, Jorns
served as Lieutenant in the U.S.
Navy aboard the USS Hancock.
"NKU is a comprehensive
metropolitan university of 11,600
students located in the greater
Cincinnati area," Jorns said, in
information received from the
Board of Governor's. "The
University consists of the College
of Fine Arts and Sciences,
Business, Professional Studies
and the Salmon P. Chase College
of Law."
As provost, Jorns is responsible
for approximately 360 full-time
faculty, 150 full-time staff and
300 part-time faculty. The university has an annual budget of $56
million, roughly half of which is
assigned to academic affairs.
Jorns won the Award for
Excellence in Research (N~tural
Sciences) from the University of
Central Florida Foundation for
1979-80. He also won the Award
for Excellence in Teaching
(Natural Resources) from the

.

• Continuelton page two

Temperature to stay
regular.this week
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

Temperatures for the upcoming
week should remain typical of early
September weather as summer's
fading rays are replaced by cooler
daytime highs and occasional
showers, according to local weather
observer Dalias Price.
Price said r.esidents should
expect rainfall of about one-quarter
to one-half an inch in tl!e next few
days.

"It could come as early as
tonight," he said Sunday. "There
are some fronts brewing to the west
of us so it could come anytime. We
had some lightning (Sunday) but
nothing came of it."
.
"Summertime ~fall is characterized by that," Price said. 'We've
had a summer where it rained north
of town but not south. It will continue to be spotty."
After a record-breaking July,

t Continued on page two
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Telethon sets donation record
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Jerry
Lewis raised a record $45,759,368
Monday through his annual muscular dystrophy telethon, despite
protests from victims of the dis. ease and a White House appointee.
"The American people are listening. They heard me," Lewis
said as the tote board registered
the new record, nearly $688,000
over a record amount se~ last year.
His voice broke as he praised
his staff and told a cheering audience: "We 'ie so grateful we have
a shot at winning this thing." The
Muscular Dystrophy Association
had been concerned about breaking the 1991 telethon mark
because of protests by muscular
dystrophy victims, including a
Bush administration official with
a mild form of the disease.
Lewis, who has worked for
years for the association, said ear-

lier that it was important this
year's telethon collect "one dollar
more" than last year's tote of
$45,071,857. Last year, corporate
sponsors presented checks for an
additional $65 million.
This year's figure for additional
corporate donations was not
immediately tabulated.
The telethon featured appearances by dozens of stars, includ:..
ing__Billy Crystal, Robin Williams,
Whoopi Goldberg, Liza Minnelli,
Ringo Starr and others.
Association officials said about
100 million people watch the
telethon annually.
Lewis kicked off the 21-hour
event Sunday night with an appeal
for Hurricane Andrew victims and
a promise that this year's show
would be the best, despite the controversy.
Some muscular dystrophy victims are critical of Lewis for an

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES

article he wrote in 1990 in which
he envisioned himself as a muscular dystrophy victim and said the
experience would make him half a
person. Others complain the
telethon relies on pity..
Muscullµ- dystrophy is a chronic disease characterized by the
wasting away of muscles. It
afflicts about l million Americans.
In Los Angeles, about 20 people, many in wheelchairs, protested outside a television station
broadcasting the show Sunday.
"The disability rights movepient and the telethon pity parade
are on a head-on collision
course," said Marta Russell, who
wore a sign reading "More Harm
Than Good." She said people
with disabilities want work, not
charity or pity. But Jack Epling,
also in a wheelchair outside the
station, defended Lewis.

$14.95 WRAPPED
$ 19.95 VASED

DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES
$13.95 VASED
1335 MONROE

FROM PAGE ONE
Weather
t Continued from page one
where Coles County received
about nine inches of rain, the
second-wettest July on record,
August and September precipitation has kept the year to date
short four inches of rain.
However, Price said this week
should produce daytime highs in
the 70s with overnight lows in
the 60s or upper 50s and J)erhaps
showers as early as Monday.
He added area farmers should
s~~ft to bring. in their soybean
irop~~ i~;'t'he
"ten days with
; col'n' h'arv'ests set to. follow in ~
f~~ rriore weeks.
.
"The crops are doing okay, but
the lawns appear to be suffering

next

a little bit," Price said. "We also
need it for the streams and reservoirs. We always need that, but
nature just doesn't always provide it."
"We already had fall days in
terms of the temperature," Price
said. "We'll have several days
this week with temperatures
averaging less than 70 degrees,
but we'll have others sprinkled
in there that will still be summer
days - so kind of a mixed bag."
He said meteorologists usually
gauge the start of fall as the point
where daytime ~ondjtions average below 70 degrees. That date
this year should fall on Sept. 10
with the astronomical date coming more than a week later on

Sept. 21.
On that date, days and nights
worldwide will be of equal
length and daylight hours will
start to decline until the last
weekend in October and the
Midwest returns to standard
time.
The near-record breaking July
precipitation was accompanied
by high winds and hail on more
than one occasion that damaged
dozens of area homes and farms.
Residents and farmers in
Ashmore, eight miles east of
Charleston, were hit hardest as
hundreds of acres of crops were
destroyed or permanently damaged by violent winds.

Jorris
•Continued from page one

University of Central Florida Foundation in 197879.
He has also written approximately 58 publications on various topics and given about 67 presentations.

Members of the student body, along with members of student government, will have an opportunity to interview Jorns at 1 p.m. on Tuesday in the
1895 Room of the Union. There will also be an
Open Reception for all university-affiliated
groups and the general public to meet Jorns at 7
p.m. on Tuesday.

Tuesday at
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( MEOIUM (14"))

SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA...TO GO!
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza. ..

Just

$5.95

AwTu

$7.45 with a Large (1&•) Pizza

Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515

Delta Zeta

<§!} '· is proud to announce :its~Q
~

1992

fu

Pledge Class

JIU ACKERMAN

JILL ADAMSON
ANDRFAAillSON
flJLIE ARENIZ
REBECCA BRIDGES

FRIKKABMXJKHAKI'
KIM CAMP
STEPHANIE CRASE
AIJSON CROMWEIL
GINA DI GIOVINE

JD.DIEFENBACHER.
DFNAFAIRE
MARL4GIO~

TAMWY GL4VE5

CHRISIINE HUMMEL
CINDYKORm
JENNIFER LANG
MAUREEN LEARY
MEIJSSA LOGGIE
]FNN!FER Jt1AKSHAIL
HEAIBER MEADE
KRISTAL MOONEY
BECKYMOSACK

1R4GE MUIHOllAND
EMILY MUSTAFA
1RICIA NELSON
MEIJSSA RACE
AMY RAGUSA

~

STEFFANY RAMSEY
MINDY RIEF
1FRESE RINGSRVD
KR/SIT ROMAN
ANGEL RUPPEL
JULIE SAMPLE
JENISCHMnz
HEAIBER SHEPARD
HEAIBER SIIRE
SUSAN ST. DENIS
KATIE STAHOV!AK
MICHELLE VITALE
SHARON TURKOWSKI
BEIBWIEGERS

BOBBIE YOUNG

With love

~

The Delta Zeta Actives
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doux __wants change in core curriculum
• ldoux dismissed from position, board
claims candidate 'jeopardized position.'
Page 5.

•spite his recent problems at
ar University in Beaumont,
.\ii • and Eastern's critical
ncial future, John Idoux had
era! reasons why he wants to and have the opportunity to be a
part of it.
lastem's next president.
Idoux said he believes the pri"As many of you know, the
of public higher education mary goal of Eastern is to provide
not unique to your state and the best undergraduate education
not unique to my state," Idoux possible in the state of Illinois.
"I think that is a noble goal,"
'd. "I think that the decade
're in and certainly the next Idoux said.
Idoux mentioned one change
in public higher education in
IJnited States is the most criti- he would make at Eastern would
one that we've faced, and I've be to implement a strategic master
plan. The guiding document is a
in it for 27 years."
oux participated in an open blue print of goals, objectives,
iew session Friday morning and strategies for the university.
As far as dealing with collece 1895 Room of the Martin
tive bargaining and a teacher's
r King Jr. University Union.
oux said he feels the role of union, Idoux said he was a memident is challenging and inter- · ber of the union when he was a
g and that's why he wants to professor of chemistry at The
livolved in higher education University of Central Florida. He

said he is not uncomfortable with
collective bargaining even though
Lamar University does not have a
collective bargaining unit.
Another situation where Lamar
differs from Eastern is the division of vice president positions.
Idoux was the vice president in
two areas at the same time: student ·affairs and academic affairs.
At Eastern, ther~ is a vice president of student affairs and a vice
president of academic affairs.
Idoux said four or five years
ago, Lamar had both vice president positions filled and there was
no communication between the
two executives, even though the
two positions are closely connected. Therefore, .when one of them

retired, the president left one slot
to acting and then later put the
two positions together. Idoux said
he has dealt with situations in
both areas and has managed well
in both.
Idoux said he believes student
development is an important
activity in the university. Speaking from first-hand experience
he told of his two oldest daughters, who both went to Lamar. He
said they werf? both very active
students and each developed a
great deal as a person from their
experiences in student-related
activities at Lamar.
As far as dealing with Eastern's
core curriculum: Idoux said that
no two people will totally agree
with the structure. Idoux said he
would set up an academic evaluation with the core curriculum
council and find out what's going
on in the courses. He said the program will change some, it's just a
matter of time.

SU meets
discuss
cruitment
Black Student Union will
uss upcoming BSU sponsored
ts at its weekly meeting at 6
. SUesday in the Charlesattoon room of the Martin
r King Jr. University Union.
·~ will be discussing recruit! day~ '( which are scheduled
Jept. 8 and 9," said Aaron Bell,
Jesident. "On Sept. 9 there
be a recruitment night. This
will be held in Rathskeller
7 p.m. to 9 p.m."
itment tables will be set up
~nion and Carman, Lawson
lhomas Residence Halls with
up sheets available for interest~
ents.
other upcoming event to be
ssed at the meeting is the BSU
Show, scheduled for Sept. 22.
event will be held in the
eller from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.,

acuity set
interview
andidate
ll'he Faculty Senate will
t with presidential candiDavid Joms in the 1895
om of the Martin Luther
g Jr. University Union for
first hour of its weekly
ting Tuesday, ~aid Chair
lrlarlow.
The senate's assigned interw time for Joms is from 2-3
. Tuesday.
lfter the scheduled interw, the Faculty Senate will
e more faculty committee
'ntments, Marlow said.
The senate may also hear
'ous committee reports, he

By SUSAN KIEL
Student government editor

Student Senate Speaker
Luke Neumann is looking to
the new semester as a chance
to "revitalize" student government.
"I want to get student government back to working for
the student body," Neumann
said.
With the student body in
mind, Neumann said he would
like to improve student government's oversight on the
spending of student fees.
"We need to look at everything the Apportionment
Board does with student fees,"
he said.
"We need more time to
re\riew the budget before we
approve it. In the past, AB
would give us the budget for
approval the night before they
needed it approved. Ron (Carmona, financial vice president) is going to work on getting the budget to us sooner."
Neumann said be also
wants to spend more energy
focusing on Eastern 's recognized student organizations.
"All of the organizations
need to feel like they can
come to student government
with any questions or concerns because that's what
we're here for," he said. "I

.~~nt .~. n.!~1t~· -~~~a~~~1.~
members attend .tn~ ,sWQ.em

organl~aii~.n

llaid.
U is looking for students to
"any outrageous acts" for
w. There is a $2 entry fee to
ipate, and any student interin entering the show should
t Bell or any BSU member.
anizers said there will be a
·se prize" for contest winners
will not be announced until the

Improvement
is speakers'
main goal

I

DAN KOONCE/Assoc. photo editor

Finishing touch
Terry Newell, a fire fighter and EMT, wipes down the a1(1bulance with a dry cloth in the fire house on
Madison and 10th Street Monday afternoon.

Stars tell 'Why bother voting'
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

WEIU-TV will present "Why
Bother Voting?," a one-hour
comedy· special, at 7 p.m. this
Wednesday.
"Why Bother Voting?," which
will be hosted by "The Cosby
Show's" Lisa Bonet, will combine the talents of a variety of
young comedians from Caroline's Comedy Club with wellknown stars such as Robert
Klein, Mark Ljnn-,Baker of
"Perfect Strangers," Carol Kane
of "Brooklyn ' Bridge" and
"Taxi," model Paulina Porizkova, and members of the cast
of "Saturday Night Live."
According to Gaye Harrison,
publicity and public relations
chair for WEIU, the show will
include a brief history of the

struggle for the right to vote,
both in America arid abroad, and
will also feature information
about the electoral college.
Harrison said the show will
also take a look at why voting
directly affects the issues people
care about including jobs,
crime, AIDS, bank loans, and
the environment. She added that
the program will use humor to
take the mystery out of registering and voting, and shows people why their voices really do
make a difference .
"Our main goal i~ to try and
reach out to the 18-24 age group
and make them aware of the
importance of voting," Harrison
said. "This age group has one of
the lowest voter participation
ratios."
Harrison also said educational
press kits have been distributed

;ta1ee'iing-s.' w8

will do better in that.·"
Neumann said a change he
sees in senate this year is in
the number of new senate
members.
"We have a lot of eager
new faces," he said. _"Roughly
50 percent of the senate are
new people and a lot of these
people have expressed the
same desires I have.
"They also know no limitations." Neumann ad·ded.
"Sometimes senate is so full
of limitations our ideas are
stifled. These new members
are so eager to accomplish
their ideas they. won't let th~
timitarigqs.,tqp:them."
•
Besides new faces in the!
senate, ·Neumann said he also
enjoys working with the new
members in the executive
committee.
"Everyone (on the executive committee) is very experienced and they know what
the senate needs. I think we 're
going to all be able to work
well together," he said.

to area high schools for use in
the classroom as well as for
school newspapers. In addition,
WEIU-TV is sponsoring a special "Why Bother Voting?"
essay contest.
Harrison said that this will be
the first time that WEIU has
ever broadcasted a major event Corrections
such as this.
"This will be our first time
In the Thursday, Sept. 3 story,
since we hooked up in connec- "Sophomore Holmes receives
tion with the WPBS broadcast- golf scholarship," Dr. William
ing network in January, and I'm Podesta is not deceased as
really excited about it," she
reported.
said.
The Daily Eastern News
Harrison added any students regrets the error.
wanting more information about
Also, comments from Repubabout the essay contest should lican congressional candidate
contact the station at 581-59~6. . Douglas Lee could not appear
WEIU-TV broadcasts on UHF in today's edition because Lee
channel 29 in Charleston and was unavailable for .comment
will rebroadcast the program at by press time Monday.
5 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 12.
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Sins of the -~60s
. ·n9t a surprise
i!;•f or either party
Another "sin of the 60s" revelation washed
over the general public Saturday, when It surfaced that the late uncle of Democratic
J;>residential nominee Bill Clinton attempted to
get him into the Navy Reserves during the
Vietnam war.
Clinton, who had been a conscientious
~bjector to the draft during the 1960s, was
labeled a "draft dodger" at the Republican
National Convention and .has continually been
attacked on national loyalty.
But away from the media spotlight is the fact
that·,. Vice President Dan
Quay~. also a baby boom10
er, ha<;f" his father pull
strings to get him Into the
Niitt6naJ; dUal"tt .'. . d>nveniently ·getting Quayle
away from the threat of being drafted Into the
Vietnam War.
While there can be no final judgement on
which is considered socially worse - dodging
the draft outright or getting a loved one to hide
you in the National Guard - what remains surprising is the fact that people born in the 60's
are expected not t'i> have dodged the draft,
smoked pot, had "free love" or done anything
incorporated with the peace and love ldefts of
the 1960s generation.
Inevitably, the ihirtysomething" generation
is dosing in on national power and will soon be
the dominating class of people in the world.
Senators, businessmen and possibly very soon
presidents will all have experienced tl\e ," free...
~ng" ll~e Qf ~ng up in 1~ - •
: ~ues Ii~ dooging the draft and smoking
pOt, at least for the next generation of. presidents, will only be newsworthy for awhile until the public and the media realize that the
majority of people in that decade did all the
questionable things they are being accused of.
The only issue coming from candidates' 60s
experience is if there will be an attempt to
enforce their beliefs on an entire nation.
In an election where candidates are being
pushed for specifics and the public appears
"!'happy~ ~th all its politk:al options, voters
~uld~ ~-to accept a certain amount of
.vianre from office-seekers.
This late in the race, any ballot decisions
based on hearsay would only push the campaign agenda further from the nation's welfare.

A generation in search .of an ~x-hero
Director Spike Lee Is calling for
all blackS to skip school and work
to see his movie X on the day of its
release.
If this happens, and all blacks do
skip school and work and shirk
their responsibilities In the name of
black unity, It will be the dosest
thtng to an actual rally, sit-In or
· •movement of any kind since the
·1960s.
· "
But I can think of a lot of better Jamie
thin~ to skip school for than a Riley
movie On the cult-hero Malcolm X.
Think of it. Malcolm X. advocating violence and segregation as the major spokesperson for the Black Panthers,
is Spike's attempt at racial harmony.
That's right, for all of you who haven't yet read the
autobiography, much less any of the.other thousands of
pieces of .Malcolm propaganda, Mr. X wanted all the
blacks in the Uplted ·States of A.meiica te set Sall an~
head back to Afrtca. .• '
•
..fg\Jess that's tHe "if you dC¥t't mt~ it, leave" menU!dity. •
' OK, I'm being. ~nfair. f.fter Maloolrn X made his pilgrimag~ to Meror ;i/td Jiddah, the Islamic hOly cities. he
sang tQ. a different tune. He realized that maybe' whiteS
weren't evil, that foaybe, after a lot of har,d work, blacks
and whites could live in tiarmony, and that violence
doesn't solve everything.
• •
But violence did shut Malcolm X up for 30 years, until
black youths found a hero in Malcolm X and now
embrace him dose to their hearts and minds - on shirts
and hats.
_
I understand that the blacks are looking for a hero. In
today's society everybody is too lazy to speak out
against suppression. AS long as we have our remote
control and _can flip from Studs to Seinfeld without moving more than one muscle at a time, we're happy.
. So the blacks have taken a hero from times past. Mr.
Malcolm X.
The blacks seem to have embraced the theories of
Maicolm X after he made his journey to Mecca, a journey
that changed his entire outlook on inter-racial relations.
Before Malcolm X visited Mecca, he was asking for a

state of the union to be set aside for blacks. He wante4
all blacks to eventually return to Africa, but until then, a
state or two would do.
The scariest part of Malcolm X's campaign was his call
to arms. He urged all blacks to have guns in their hornet
in preparation for attack by whites. His advOc.acy ofvl01
lence was probably the most significantly sipgle coll'!
tributing factor to his assassination.
After returning from Mecca. Malcolm X pr~ch~ a I
of valuable messages. He understood the insanity of
l~nce, which hurts situations'a lot more than It helps and
placed a value In desegregation.
After his return from Mecca. Malcolm X was a pe
ly legitimate leader with ideas that would someday I
to racial harmony. However, because Malcolm X llv
such a tragically short time after his return from M
his legitimacy as an integrationalist black leader is inval
Today's youths can look back and see the goodne51t
the post-Mecca messages and discredit the pre-M
nightmare. But the youths of that time, those peo
who are now the working-class adults, were inextrt
shaped by his advocacy of violence and a 'black state.
The fact Is, that unless he had lived a great deal lo
than he did, his legitimacy as a great leader In them
ment towards racial harmony is unacceptable. The
people of today need to look for another hero to exp
their sentiments. And while it is a black thing, eve
needs tO work together to achieve the racial harmOf11
all want.
But we have a hero, finally, in our generation. A
that's going show black youths the light. Spike Lee.
Spike's taking us back to the days of the Stu
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, formed in 1
that changed the goal of the Black Movement from
rights to Black Power, a goal that the committee
could only~ achieved when the black peopled
oped a more positive Image of themselves.
But, i~stead of.~unch-counter sit-Ins, he's askini
blacks to shrug off responsibilities and sit In with
and popcorn on a movie he's making big bucks from,
Radical.

to

-Jamie Riley Is a stillf editor and a regular column/fl
The Dally Eastern News.

ld•t . ria I

He who is without sin amongst you, let him cast the
--~-first stone.
Jesus Christ

Your turn •••
WEIU-FM serves
African-American
listening audience
EditoIS note: The following Jetter is Jn
regards to a petition filed by the
Black Student Union concerning a
format change In WEIU-FM and their
· removal of the popular Friday night
hlp/hOuSe radio show, Beatbox.

Dear editor:
Excuse me Black Student Union,
but WEIU-FM, your local radio station, has to Inform you that jazz Is
programmed seven days a week.
When? Monday through Friday from
12:30 to 5 p.m., Saturday's noon
through 5 p.m. and-Sunday's 6 p.m.
through midnight. We have a
Reggae/Third Wortd Groove show
e.tery Monday night from 9 p.m. to
mfdnlght. We h&ve dropped our

--

three-hour block of hip hop on
Fridays in order to indude more of
the music In our alternative format:
Monday from 5 to 9 p.m., Tuesday
and Wednesday from 5 p.m. to midnight, from Thursday 5 to 9 p.m.,
Friday from 5 to 9 p.m. (followed by
blues from 9 p.m. to midnight) and
Saturday from 5 p.m. to midnight.
AS a matter of fact, WEIU-FM has
always been aware of and committed to the music of African-Americans and play more of It than any
station in East Central llllnols. Period.
The End. Count the hours: 36 hours
of jazz. three hours of reggae, three
hours of blues and at least three
hours of hip hop/rap. That's 45 hours
a week, out of a total week's running
time of 108 hours, which means
WEIU-FM devotes 41.6 percent of all
air time to this music.
Petitions are great. We like them.
We'd also prefer If you listen to us,
too. Saves you time, _gets us. more
fans, rpftkes ~·happy.

That's 88.9 FM. Say what
want about us, but get the freq
rtght.

Letter pollcy
The Daily E.astem News en
ages letters to the editor conce
any local, state, national or int
ttonal issue.
Letters should be less than
words. For the letter to be prt
the name of the author, In addl
the author's address and telep
number, must be Inducted. If
sary, letters will be edited a
to length and space at the di
of the edit page editor or edl
chief.
Anonymous letters will not
printed.
,
If a letter has more than th
authors,. only the names. of t'he
ihree wfil be prtn~.
·

.. ,,,.
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residential candidate dismissed from duties
l.amar's University Board of Rets and Chancellor George Mcghlin released a statement Friclaiming that John Idoux jeop. ed university relationships.
lloux, one of four candidates for
tern president, was released
m his duties as executive vice
"dent for academic and student
airs at Lamar-Beaumont last
rki)•. On Tuesday, ldoux filed a
suit in Texas District Court statlkLaughlin and eight board
bers violated his constitutional
1 with inadequate grounds for
issal.
t' suit contends that the board
d 'cLaughlin caused ldoux,
ere intense and emotional dis. public humiliation and a loss
lature in both the professional
ai>cial communities."
a response to a lawsuit filed by
u' in Texas District Court
la} the board said "he jeoparLI flilationships betw~n Lamar
its largest donors. He refused to

accept comments and criticism
from the board in regards to his
dealings with alumni, benefactors
and faculty members."
Idoux said Monday that he
believes that the board is "grasping
at straws."
In a seven page response filed by
the board, it states, "after ldoux 's
appointment as interim president., it
became painfully obvious that
ldoux was not suited for any
administrative position."
"I didn't come here yesterday. I
have been here nine years and
served in three administrative positions," ldoux said in regards to the
board's statement.
Idoux served eight months as
interim president at LamarBeaumont.
In an interview last week, ldoux
clarified the issue surrounding his
dismissal. "The matter is very simple. During the time I was serving
as_interlm president, I was asked to
authorize·a payment to a former
employee,
The former employee happened

to be a basketball coach that had
resigned at our request one year ago
in the face of some serious infractions that we reported to the
NCAA, and I refused (to make the
payment)," Idoux said.
The former basketball coach, Al
Barbre, resigned under pressure in
April 1991 after being confronted
with allegations of NCAA rule violations. Barbre was issued a
$10,000 payment by the board
The board stated that Idoux
"never refused to make any payment to former Coach Al Barbre
and at no time prior to his resignation did Idoux ever complain to the
chancellor or board that settlement
with Barbre was illegal or improper. The settlement with Barbre was
signed and a check delivered to
Barbre on Nov. 17 (1991), four
months prior to Idoux 's. resignation,
and Idoux voiced no complaint or
concern."
The boards also said "Idoux lost
the confidence of the board in other
ways to be shown at the time of
(any po~ible) trial."

Lamar no-confidence vote
could pass on Tuesday
By ANN GILL
Editor in chief

added.
"I do feel there is a gap in academic leadership. I agree we have
Faculty at Lamar University- a very able group of faculty who
Beaumont will vote Tuesday on a serve as deans and department
no-<:onfidence referendum passed chairs, however somebody has to
by the Lamar Faculty Senate.
mediate in conflicts, set priorities
Members of the Faculty Senate and provide overall leadership for
passed two separate votes of no- the academic side," said Kathleen
confidence last Wednesday. The Murray, president of the Faculty
Faculty Senate passed separate Senate. "The deans and faculty
resolutions calling for no confi- chairs cannot fill the gap because
dence in the Board of Regents and their job is to provide leadership
the chancellor.
for their individual departments
The approxii;nate 500 faculty and colleges.
members will vote on Tuesday at
"That's not to say anything
the Lamar-Beaumont campus.
against (Brock Brentlinger, interLamar University system Chan- im president), but he is an interim
cellor George McLaughlin re- president, and most people who
leased a statement last Wednes- are interim president hav<J some
day in response to the no-confi- qualms about IIJ,{lking certain deQ..
dence yote of the LlUllar .F~ky ~." Mi!rF!y added.
Senate. "'This is in response to the
"Along with a capable interim
statement that there is a lack of president, Brock Bre!!tlinger, who
academic leadership on the Beau- has served in an executive capacimont campus," McLaughlin said.
ty for many years, I feel the deans
"Contrary to that contention., and department heads are providthere is no academic leadership ing strong academic leadership
gap. It is unfortunate that, as stated' and will continue to do so in coopby the Faculty Senate president, era ti on with a new president,"
some faculty feel there is not suffi- McLaughlin said.
cient academic leadership," he

Historians searching
for Lincoln -r:emnants
a
daesac

modeling
ction began last month on the Heritage House located on the· corner of Harrison and 18th Street to
a hallway connecting the main building to the laundry room.

.ANXIOUS EATING
you know someone who
unusual and dangerous
IJS to lose or control weight?
to an informational
on anorexia and bulimia.
Dr. Genie Lenihan,
Counseling Center

PRICED TO MOVE
EIU DORM FRIDGES

Flat Tops,
Clipper Cutting,
Hair R~placeme~;
Perms

$25 till May '93
Free Delivery

7:00-9:00 p.m.

Call for an appointment with Terry or Shelly
1/2 Block North of Square on 7th Street in Charleston

345-7083

1f -<I fl1l1f ~ i:
LUNCH:

t~m.

11
2p.m.

l~'
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lfl'
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DINNER:
11 p.m.

Specials:
Fresh Baked Bread For All
Sandwiches & Hamburgers
Call For Delivery Of Our
Fresh Baked Cinn. Rolls
8 a.m..- 10 a.m.
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"The Be;~~~;:!~ampus" ~
if·i t il1l 1f it~

put Springfield on the map."
Jacobson said the idea..e~
1
out historic ~ifin'l!'1eld
to '19SO.-Jaco.b~~-ti;Rld 1 ~:.9,ity.llf
house with historic significance,
only to find that no list of Lincolnera homes existed.
He soon gathered about 50 volunteers to walk the city streets,
recording almost 300 buildings that
might have been from Lincoln's
era. Only 40 could be confirmed as
dating to Lincoln's time.
.
"As a result of the fact that we
didn't have any financial backing,
the survey was suspended,"
Jacobson said.

TERRY'S BARBER STYLIST

~·

esday, Septeniber 9,

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Historians have begun searching for arcltjtecture from ol4 ~pringfield, the
city where Abraham Lincoln
evolved from country lawyer to the
nation's president.
Scattered amid the clutter of
modem Springfield, some buildings
from Lincoln's day still stand. The
HistoJic Preservation Association, a
non.-profit group, plans to find them
and determine how they've been
altered.
Lincoln left Springfield for the
White House in 1861. The association's spokesman, Jerry Jacobson,
calls that era "the period that really

345-6325

Ji.

Nexus Products

ME FUNJ

Enhanc~ your creative and develop new skills! The Charleston Recreation Dept. offers a wide

variety of programs year round. Programs starting this fall:
Adylt ftragram1
Sign Language {begmning and intermediate)
Beginning Drawing
Co-untry & Western Dance
Holiday Crafts
8'!iQinnlng Calligraphy
plus volleyball and basketball leagues.

youth Programs
Swim Team
Afterschool Club
Gymnastics
Hunter Education
Flag Football
Punt, Pass, & Kick

Spect1lEv1nt1
Haunled Hayride

pre-$choo1Age
Tot Play Time
Tot Tumbling
Little Picassos

SL Louis Science Museum trip
Lincoln Square Gardens (Springfield ) trip

Sign up today at the Charleston Recreatio~· Dept., 520 Jackson St., on the square. For more
information, stop by our office or call 345 • 6897.

'

.' .

l,lljn~s

Parks & Recreation

Tuesday, September-8,
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Fraternity's relief goal doubled

GREEl<S & CLUBS

'''

By JAMIE RILEY
Staff editor

The Dally Eastern N

RAISE A COOL

s1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

Hurricane Andrew victims
We'll provide them with whatever
they need
.
.
will have a little more aid
thanks to an Eastern fraternity to be working.
and the Coles County chapter of
Gina Bagley
the American Red ~ross.
Co-chair, Red Cross Disaster Relief
Members of Sigma Phi Epsilon held a three-day fund raiser
'
'
i:.Ol~c\ing i:noney from students
and communi~y members to .
help victims of Hurricane for s~cific items, such as food, Hurri-cane Andrew, the Red
Andrew, which devestated the Bagley said.
Cross begins preparation as
coasts of Florida and Louisiana
The reason distributing orders immediately as possible. She
last week, said fraternity presi- are used instead of cash, Bagley said. that in the case of
dent Ron Smothers.
said, is to insure fairness in the Hurricane Andrew, Red Cross
Smothers said members of the deli very of emergency needs. workers were in Florida,
three year-old fraternity doubled "One thing the Red Cross does Louisiana and Mississ-ippi
the $1,000 goal and presented a is try to be very, very fair," she before the hurricane struck to
check of over $2,300 to the said. "We try to give the same set up shelters.
Coles County chapter of the things to everybody."
'"Disaster General Manager
American Red Cross.
The Red Cross can also pro- Don Jones had a disaster team in
Gina Bagley, co-chair of dis- vide minor home repairs for Florida before they knew
~s.t~qelief for tµe Cole.s County people whose homes weren't (Hurri-cane Andrew)- was going
&h~~!.G~A™tt~qrisp:J~·~d <;i:>mpletely lost, Bagley said. to hit Florida and people
lf~!\.v~~<JAA fll~\!~Y:-4<w~q A.wo_. the,:R~ Gross will help thought he was wrong," Bagley
from the fraternity will go to pe.ople who have· :1o:st theit ·said:
helping hurricane victims pur- homes and are forced to rent
"The Red Cross has disaster
chase emergency needs, includ- another home.
plans in every area to help us
The Red Cross will also pro- prepare ahead of time for -disasing food, medical care, health
needs, clothing and basic home vide people with transportation ters," Bagley said. "We try to be
items like beds, bedding and to work and occupational sup- ahead of the batlgame."
dining room tables.
plies - like nursing uniforms,
The Eastern Coles County
"The Red Cross takes the steel-toed boots, etc. "We'll pro- ehapter of the American Red
donation money and we go vide them with whatever they Cros-s has collected o-ver
down and make distributing need to be working," she said.
$10,000 to help Hurricane
orders," Bagley said.
Bagley also said that with Andrew victims.
Distributing orders are orders predictable disasters, such as

PLUS $1000 FOR TIIE
MEMBER WHO CAll.S!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jlLU for calling
1-800-932--0528, Ext. 65

By CHRIS SUNDHIEM
Charles~n

police continue to
i\Vkstigat~ MMD a motor
~d'hicle- lasrweek where more
than $1,000 worth of stereo
equipment was taken.
Suh a ta Dey, 24, of l 04
Jackson Ave., told police four
pieces of stereo equipment valued at $1,035 were taken from
her car sometime in the last
week while it was parked at 717
Olean Place.
Police also continue to investigate another theft from a car
that took place sometime

~~~~
Thursday night or Friday morning.
Robert Brown, 48, Of 981
First St., told police Friday
morning he discovered his wallet containing credit cards, cash
and licenses were taken from
the glove compartment of his
car while it was parked at his
residence.
Other items among Charfesto-n Police Department reports:
• Marlene L. Kincaid, 44, of

LOUNGE
TON I G HT

------

50(

COORS LONGNECKS

. NOCOVER

Come and Get I-It
All You Can·Eat Buff
-Pizza
- Spagh
- Garlic Bread - Salad B

$4.29

plus tax

Every Tuesday 5-9 p.m.
Children 1O & under eat for $2

Jerry's Pizza
4th & Lincoln

345-28

DRAFT
NITE

Stereo equipment still not found
City editor

(fl>

.Pl1NTHEF:

Toledo reported criminal damage Monday to her vehicle while
it was parked at 950 Edgar Dr.
Kincaid told police she
returned to her car that afternoon after leaving it unattended
for about three hours to discover
a key scratch along the entire
length of the vehicle. Police
reports indicate the scratch did
more than $500 worth of damage.
• Louis M. Grado, 68, of 784
l 0th St., reported a grill stolen
from the porch of his residence
Thursday.
·
Grado valued the grill at $60.

Free Stu's Cash Until 9:30

"Someone save me from the e
grip of the center of the earth!" _

WEDNESDAY LIVE !

Hopscotch Arm
Little Caesars®

SALES-·

I

•· I

SALES

I

'

•

SALES."

I ' I

~. ....-..-~-E
. -

' HEE.S EB!T

I

2 PIZZAS 1&i~~fiEXTRA CHEESE ~1?o
·CD'S
·RECORDS

• CASSETIES
·POSTERS
• INCENTS

Records

We Buy, Sell, &. Trade

I

I

•

located at 4th & Lincoln
(,Across from Hardee's)

345-2884
•

ONLY IMPORTS IN
A SIX COUNTY AREA

OPEN
10 a.m.-10 p.m.

Check out the latest
releases by Your Favorite artist
Special orders• •• -No Extra Costl

p1us FREE

Crazy Bread®

T~~ay ...S~tember --8,
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ioxin endangers the world's water supply
World Watch
A i&l'OWing concern among environmenists is the contamination of the Earth's
ters through the paper-bleaching prolioxin, the most potent chemical toxin
wn to man, is released into water supwhen paper companies bleach paper
brown to white.
taper, as explained by environmentalist
ate K.roesa, is made from wood pulp
und into cellulose and lignin - the
h adhesive that provides structure to
. Lignin gives paper its brown tinge
must be bleached out to increase its
etic value. Phenol compounds from
pulp are heated in the bleaching
er ·of paper mills in the chlorination
ss creating toxic dioxins, Kroesa said.
ording to Kroesa, an average size
tenerates between 30 and 80 tons of
hlorines a day.
·
per mills release effluent (liquid
) which is dumped into our waters - already full of organochlorines of
'ch dioxin is only one of 1,000.
ochlorines are naturally produced
by micro-organisms and are usually
ful to organisms higher in the food
· , said Jack Vallentyne, a member of
lcience Advisory Pallel ..of· .t he
ational Joint Commission on the
tLakes.
ere is something inherently non-biol about halogenated (including chlo) kganics," Vallentyne said. '*They
been introduced in the last l 00 years

PORT BOTILES
50<t off *All Day
60 different beers
to choose from

into a planetary ecological system that has
been in operation for several million years.
One does not have to be a biologist to
know that random changes introduced into
integrated systems have a high probability
of being harmful."
Chemicals that do not occur naturally
are often persistent, since there are often no
natural biological processes to metabolize
or deactivate them, he added.
The paper industry defends chlorinebleaching of paper by arguing that only a
few of the organochlorines in its effluent
are harmful and hopes to debate on each of
the thousand different compounds the
health and environmental. effects.
The International Joint Commission on
the Great Lakes Scientific Advisory Board
concluded that organochlorines are harmful
to ecosystem health and human health. The
paper industry may bring the board to federal court.
·
The board recommended that direct and

•ALTERATIONS
•AREA RUGS
•CLOTHING STORAGE
•DRAPERIES
•FURS

•LEATHER & SUEDE
•SHOE REPAIR
•REWEAVING
•SILKS
•STARCHED SHIRT SERVICE

•INSURANCE CLAIMS

•WEDDING GOWNS HEIRLOOMED

Tuesday Food

Special
Breaded Chicken
Basket $3.75
udes chips &.. pickle spear
Kitchen Hours

1-\on.·Sat. t 1 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Bar Hours

indirect production of organochlorines be
phased out
"The time is ripe, in fact overdue, to end
the laissez-faire policy for persistent toxic
chemicals," Vallentyne said. "It is neither
intelligent nor economically feasible to
attempt to control them reactively one by
one."
In the Greenpeace Guide to Paper, Judy
Christrup reports of fish with dysfunctional
fins and birds with twisted beaks as a result
of dioxin exposure in the Great Lakes
areas.
Effluent is not the only source of dioxin.
Bleached paper products such as toil.et
paper, pizza boxes, milk cartons and any
white paper product contains dioxin.
Dioxin is fat soluble and thus migrates
from paper products toward areas of higher
fat concentration such as the pizza in the
pizza box, the milk in the white milk carton and even into our fingers as we touch
these products.

QUALITY, EFFICIENCY, SERVICE

-Wanta have fun?
- Wanta meet new people?
-Wanta get involved?
- Have you been a peer
counselor, part of Snowball, or ITI?

Then the STUDENT ACTION TEAM
is the group for you.

DRIVE UP WINDOW & PARKING AVAILABLE

r

:J

345-4546

MONDAY-FRIDAY 7:00-S:OO
SATIJRDAY 8:00-12:00

CONVENIENTI..Y LOCA'IED
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
JUST AROUND THE CURVE ON SOU1li 4ni ST.
CHARLESTON, IL

t t a.m. - t Lrri.

Women who breast-feed infants should
be aware of dioxins since breast milk is
high in fat and susceptif)le;to high dioxin
content, Christrup said<\
Dioxin is thought to act as a steroid
since it enters the blood stream and attaches to cell structures where it reprograms
the DNA of the cell - thereby controlling ·
the hormones produced by that cell.
Organochlorines are also bioaccumulative,
which means that they are continuous
through the food chain according to Tim
Martin of Greenpeace.
-Dioxin migrates into fish in contaminated water and is stored in the fishes' fat
cells, which contaminates humans upon
consumption, Martin said.
Children are most affected by dioxin.
According to Vallentyne, children born of
Great Lakes women tend to be premature,
have smaller head circumference and have
behavioral deficits. Dioxin can be passed
to children through breast milk - doubling
their exposure to dioxin.
In 1980, the Environmental Protection
Agency pubHshed a report assessing the
resu'lts of their research into dioxins. It
found humans exposed to di~xin were
known to suffer from chloracnd, a persistent and sometimes disfiguring skin disorder, involuntary rapid eyeball movement,
lesions to the peripheral nervous system
and increased liver size·:
Although organizatiOns such as the
Environmental Protection Agency and
·Gr¢enpeace have found dioxin to be a dangerous toxin, an explosion in Italy in 1976
that delivered supposedly fatal amounts of
dioxin to 17,000 people contradicts that
claim.

First meeting
Wednesday 9-9-92
6 p.m.
ThQmas Hall Basement _
For more information call Pat at 6913

Join Us At
GRADES ARE LOW HOMEWORK'S LATE YOUR BIKE
GETS STOLEN YOU LOSE YOUR DATE.

ACNE'S BA.D?
YOUR ROOM IS TRASHED SOMEONE IUST
TOLD YOU YA AIN'T GOT NO CLASS.

DOUBLE DRIVE-THAU

or This Week's Special

--------------------,
1/4 lb. Hamburger
Reg. Fries
Med. Drink

ONLY $2.
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ou Are Always Welcome At McHugh~~ ·

MONEY'S S ·H ORT-'
YOU CAN'T ADMIT IT YOUR POP WILL THINK YOU'RE A SPEND THRIFf IDGIT.
WE'LL PUT THAT SMILE ON YOUR FACE! WE'LL HELP YOU BACK IN
THAT RACE! 'CAUSE ONE GOURMET SUB OR YUMMY GOOD CLUB

CAN EVEN PUT A CHANGE ON YOUR SOUR MUG!

JIMMY JOHN'S GOURMET SUBS
1

1

''WE LL BRING ENI T<> YA.''

345

107'5

YOUR MOM WANTS you··to EAT·AT PMMY JOHN'S
© COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.
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Calvin and Hobbes·

by Bill Watterson

Phi Beta Chi Informal Rush Sept.
8, 9 & 10, 6-7:30 p.m. For Info:
Call Brenda 2370.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/8
,___ _ _ _ _ 12/11
speakers-$60. b-ball
ard-$30. Over-under
ryer-$75. 1Oa-"2p. 345-
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Brown your Buns-10 tan ~ons
only $23.00. Jam.alcan Tan, 3480357. 4 p.m.'~ p.m.

IN Tut.

Eat! Eat! Eat! Eat! At Joey's
Joey's Joey's Joey's. We Deliver
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 11
p.m. 345-2466
9/9
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..;919
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ent tune up runs and
eat$850.348-5136
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GRATULATIONS ON JOINING
THE BEST HOUSE ON CAMPUS! I LOOK FORWARD TO
GETTING TO KNOW YOU ALL!
LOVE, SUSIE
.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _9/8
LAURIE ANDERSON : We wish
our GORGEOUS and SMART
Derby Darling candidate the best
of luck. Your ALPHA GAM sisters
are behind you 100%.
·

12/11
~fcor--.,W.,..,o-rl'""'d-o-M-o-u--.,-sic Ther;ood seats In Pavilion.
~6. Best offer. 348-5094
!l--_ _ _ _ _ 9/10

~~---~~--9/8

DA 750K Good Cond.
i. $400. 348-0784

i<endyl Kliµ;haw: Congrats on
getting lavaliered to Brian Ernst of
Delta Chi. Your ASA sisters are
very happy for you.
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Congratulations Jenntter Carlson
on getting lavaliered to Jim Zackavec of Delta Chi. Your ASA sisters are so happy for you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/8
Congratulations Carla Sims on
getting pinned to Rory Stoller of
KOR. Your ASA sisters are so
happy for you.

'7'·.,

" RtACl\oN .

LYNN MCMILLION and AMY
TYRER-Congratulations on your
great job with rush. Your dedication and hard work brought us a
great pledge class. Your Delta
Zeta sisters thank you for everything.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _918

MATT , DAN, 81 JASON-CONGRATULATIONS! I'm so happy
for you guys. You'll make great
Sig Pi's. Love your AGS; Kristie
9/8
.
ATTENTION GREEKS! SIGMA
Pl will be sponsoring an ALL
GREEK 4 ON 4 CO-ED VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT at STIX
SEPT 11TH AND 12TH. Pick up
entry forms at STIX.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Sigma Sigma Sigma-meeting in
Lile Science Room 201, on Tuesday,
September
at 7pm.
__
_ _ _8th
_,__
_ _9/8

p.----,._.:...,,....,_9/10
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0 SERVE YOU BETTER.
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ced college inusicians . af"\d 1i!Hng chairmans~ips . IF YOU .
- Vocalist tor
~N:'.!ll<JI: ·"
flttJ , ~Oj11TACT-:;;-;
qk Band . .Chris. 3~8·
Gail at ~45.
l 1 : !

R&&t

·!!.:.""~

·t·-t- ' ·- ..,.--. ·
~

.Bf• A<..0 .. RlJSH
CHI!! •
;.........,,---"-,,--~9/8
Tryouts, Sept. 1-4 &
t at South gym of
at 4 p.m. Call Tricia at
more Info.

E~TR'(

----------9./11

s portfolio found in
Hall parking lot on
ay the 9th. Pick up at
Hall front ·desk.
,___ _ _ _ _9/9
1.0. holder with EIU
.service 1.0. and permit.
lxth Street. If found,
Ii 348-5469. Ask for

'

GOT A~t.W

. toR OIJR US\ Of
WOR05 THA.\ Gt:T

peting in a Battle of the Bands?
Pick up your application at 201
University Union today!

ni calculator found on
of Blair Hall on 9/1/92.
o claim at Student Publi12.
_ _ _ _ __:918

fl'lfessiige.-(..._~ ·

,.,
l~

--------~9/8
Have a Band? Interested in com_________;918

•'

........-

1

1

-

A~PHA GA

-- ,... ·-·'·- -9fir,.1

' Congratulations ;
ori having: A gr.eat rush AND on
making quota, AGAJN!!! Love;
Waldo
~--------9/8
OZ's. Show up at 5:00 and sopport the Black Curtain. Go Flag
Football!

The Daily Eastern News will run your
CLASSIFIED AD for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NOtM:OMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO
TO &ELL AN ITEMS OR fTEMS (MAX. OF 3 ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST

ification of: FOR SALE Person acoepting ad _ _ __
--~-<::on1JQlilor_ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _.t.maun du..$ _

At.~9He

JUA57RYING
70r£THER
CAREel?. GO/N6...

~

I /JlWNO, ,,
35, 'JH&
CAUeO
]H;PO/,Ja.

---\

8lJT

~Y,

Fa,t:S,, ,
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Eastern Illinois University Theatre presents

The University Theatre 1992 - 1993
SUBSCRIPTION SEASON -011:e Play Free! .
* SAVE as a season subscriber, you save $1

off the regular ticket price for each of our productions plus The Princess & the Pea free! Three options to choose from: Studio, ·
.
*HAVE GUARANTEED SEATS OF YOUR CHOICE: subscribe early and have choice seats each time you attend the theatre on your scheduled performance or matinee.
* ENJOY CONVENIENT TICKET EXCHANGE: should y~u find yourself unable to attend your scheduled performance, exchanges can be made up to 24 hours before perfi
mance time for the best seats available.
·
·
* HURRY •.• sale ends October 25th. The earlier you subscribe, the better the selection.
* ADVANCE NOTICE .•. subscribers receive first chance at purchasing additional tickets for friends before ticket sales are open to the general public.
Mainstage or All Shows!

HERE'S OUR EXCITING LINEUP ...
OPTION 1- Studio Season

•.

* FILL OUT the enclosed mail order form and return with your payment.
* REMEMBER: The earlier you subscribe, the better your
* GIVE A GIFT SUBSCRIPTION to a friend, family member or business associate.

For additional forms or information please call us at (217) 581-3110.
Single seat tickets may be purchased for each of our productions. Prices are $6 for adults, $5 for senior citizen. and youth, and $3 for EIU students. Group
available. Ticket sales begin on Monday proceeding the opening night of each show. The University Theatre Ticket Office is open from 1-5 p.m. Monda:f
Friday in the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Call 581-3110 for reservations and ticket infonnation.
·

· r !C,C ·
-----~-------------------------------------------------------UNIVERSITY THEATRE 1992 - 93 SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM:
Select from these three options - CIRCLE ONE DATE FOR EACH SHOW
OPTION I: STUDIO SEASON
At These Special Prices
3 Plays
Youth EIU Student
Name
Adult Senior
$15
$12
$12
$6
OPTION II: MAINSTAGE SEASON
Street
3 Plays
Adult Senior
Youth EIU Student
$15
$12
$12
City
$6
OPTION III:
Phone (
All 7 shows for Adult Senior Youth EIU Student
the low price of $28
$10
$22
$22

WED
PARK
MEMOIRS
I
ANTIGONE
BOYS
5& DIME
PEA

,.

SEPT
SEPT

16

NOV

11

FEB
MARCH
APRIL

3

Please send me~ season ticket(s) at$_ each for Option_ I _II.
_Please charge to my:

Visa

MasterCard

II

. } day!

FRI
4
18
1
13
12
5
16

THU
3
17
12
11
4
15

14

Discover

State_ _ Zip
. evening:

SAT
5
19

SUN
20

14
13

15

6

7
18

18
17
10

19
18
11

17

WED

THU

9

10

23

24

FRI
11
25

SAT
12
26

20

21
20
13

19
12

SUNDAY MATINEES AT 2 P.M. ALL OTHER PERFORllANCES AT 8 P.M. 9

.

III. Enclosed is my payment of$_._. Make check .payable to "Eastern Illinois University."
.

Name on card:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Card Number _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:Tuesday.~ September

ta~e

8, 1992

hit hard by jobless rate

WASHINGTON (AP) - Illinois.
suffered a net loss of 66,000
since the recession started in
er 1990, with gains in the
Ice industry offset by a big
in construction and manufac. g, a study shows.
Illinois' neighbors have fared
h better, but two Great Lakes
have done worse: Ohio surered 130,000 jobs over a twoj>eriod and Michigan has lost
,000.
e numbers, analyzed by the
st-Midwest Institute, come
the Labor Department. They
that New England, the Midtic and the Midwest account
75 percent of the jobs lost
een June 1990 and June 1992.
there's a silver lining, says
rt Dederick, an economist at
em Trust Co. in Chicago, it's
Illinois' bruises are softer than
found on the West and East
ts, where economies have
on the critical list.

"In the last recession we were
the big pain area," he said of the
early 1980s. "This time ifs been a
slicing here and a chewing away
there." The report shows Illinois
job changes since the start of the
recession:
• Construction, down 17,200.
•Manufacturing, down 47,700.
• Transportation, communications and public utilities, down
11,100.
• Wholesale and retail trade
down 11,200.
• Finance, insurance and real
estate, up 2,000.
• Services, up 28,800.
• Government, down 8,800.
Despite the rise in service jobs,

lillll Van HUIWll

economists say the growth is not
as good as it could be.
They attribute some of the
increase to laid-off white-collar
workers who have plowed their
savings into their own consulting
businesses.
"We're even seeing some people offer computer services to
Japan," said Diane Swonk of First
Chicago Corp.
In construction, the Chicago
area has too much commercial real
estate and retail space, softening
the demand for new, significant
projects, she said.
"There's still no rebountl~"
Swonk said.
In manufacturing; she said,. the
1991-92 labor dispute at Caterpillar Inc. hurt workers as well as
many of the small companies that
supply goods to the factories.
"Caterpillar workers are back,
but suppliers are not benefiting as
much as they could be," Swonk
said.

kydiving plane crash kills 12
CKLEY, Ill. (AP) - A wrecked plane was visible above
iYing plane crashed and · waist-high soybeans in the field.
ed in a farm field Monday, Dozens of emergency vehicles
• g all 12 aboard, authorities were in the field and rescue
workers fanned out on foot to
he twin-engine Beechcraft search for victims before Scott
went down shortly before 1 declared that all aboard had died.
Mort Edelstein, a spokesman
. about one mile north of
, said the De Kalb County for the Federal Aviation Admin'ff's Department.
istration, said the plane belonged
re are no survivors," said to EXA Inc. in nearby St.
tment spokeswoman Jen- Charles and crashed shortly after
takeoff from the Hinckley airSmith.
scue workers found the field, 50 miles west of Chicago.
bodies of 12 males on the
Some witnesses reported hearaH being used by the ing two explosions, Edelstein
kley Parachute Club, Sheriff said.
Witness Stephen Lee said he
'i\. Scott said. There were
hutes aboard but there was saw the plane flying less than 40
idence any of the victims feet from the ground and rocking
pted to leave the plane, from side to side.
"It was sort of floating down,
ch crashed moments after
ff, he said.
left to right, left to right. It
n the scene, the tail of the looked like it would land," he

9

said.
"When it hit the ground, the
plane {lipped over and burst into
flames," Lee said. "It was immediately engulfed in flames from
front to back." A man who
answered the telephone at
Hinckley Parachute Club refused to answer questions and
hung up.
Broadcast reports from the
scene said the victims were on a
weekly outing.
Jim Burnett, who owns the
farm field, said the plane crashed
about 200 yards from his house.
He said he saw smoke and ran to
the plane with his two daughters
about four minutes after the
crash but they couldn't get close
enough to attempt a rescue.
''It wai; too hot," Burnett said.
"It was already too much in
flames."

Floridians turn
to long lines,
packed tents
HOMESTEAD, Fla. (AP) Two weeks after being pounded
by Hurricane Andrew, south
Florida staggered Monday
toward what might have tQ pass
for normalcy, as temporary
crises gave way to the beginnings of a long recovery.
Authorities said shelter, food,
water and. clothing were available to everyone who needed
them. The desperate scramble
for life's necessities was
replaced by long lines for·food
stamps and. federal grants,_
tedious home repairs and clean
up, and family life in annQyingly
close quarters at military tent
cities.
·
"It's beginning to look more
like the old neighborhood
again," said Bob Beolet, mowing a neighbor·~ lawn in the
harq-:IJit Cutlet: Ridge·~· 4'lt'&
-gOM ta ·see the c ean·up ·guys
here." Down the block from
Beolet, county garbage crews
loaded debris into dump trucks.
At another house, a contracting
crew nailed plywood and tarpaper on a roof peeled apart by
Andrew's 165 mph wind Aug.
24.
New federal and state aid centers opened, handing out millions of dollars in food stamps,
disaster grants and interest-free
loans.
Help-wanted signs sprouted
along U.S. 1, some for home
supply stores struggling to keep
up with demand.
Contractors roamed tent cities
seeking laborers at $10 an hour.
Federal marslifils'exhorted
residents to work.
"We don't want people to just
sit around all day," said Eric
Thompson, a deputy U.S. marshal.

(217) lMS-:238!11

-~Raildrinks

$1.50
12 oz. drafts
$1~00
Ci&ADlS All LOW HOMl.WO&K'S lA1I. Y<Ma 9IXI.
GE.TS STOLEN YOU LOSE YOUR DATE..

ACNE'S BAD?
18~ t86~A5 ~o¥'m.<>~J.'tv.

M.ONEY'S SHORT
YOU CAN'T ADMIT IT
YOUR POP WILL
THINK YOU'RE A Sl'lND THRIFT IDGIT.
BACK INTHAT RACE! 'CAUSE ONE

'l)!~[\~~<JUY~\:Wf'f~I
ON YOUR SOUR MUG!

11~tt)a0u~~~&q~~N\~~

~~""iez;g
EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S

C C<>PYRIGHI" l 992 jIMMY JOHN'S INC.

GREE I< S & CL UBS

RAISE A COOL

•1000. -

It JU$T OM! WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obliplkln.. No COIL
You lllo pt a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just fm

c.nma

1~932-0528, En. 65

the

SINGLE WHITE
FEMALE (R) 7:15

@)@)@)·@)@)@) @·@ @)@@@)@@
@)
Epsilon Sigma Alpha
@) .
Congratulations the New Actives
@oena Armatyrs
Tina Baer
~ Michelle Carithers

Heather Finn
Tina Hellrigel
M~rgie Kirchgesner

~Kathleen Chee.k.

T..in. a.

~

~
RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME ·YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
409 7TH STREET

ONIGHTAT

THIRSTY'S
10¢ 70oz PITCHERS • $1. 00

ARLESTON'S LARGEST DANCE FLOOR
GREAT LIGHT SHOW
CE:
WING FOR .A FREE
oo BILL AT 12 O'CLOCK

$50.

.

~

"'O

. .· R.obe.rt
. a.. ~.ork

~

,~

~-

@)
Rush ESA Today.! Coleman.Alid:
·
~
6:30 Informational Meeting
····.
@@@@)@)@)@@@)@@@)@@)

theJUNCTIO~N

ill

~

_ _ ___

"' Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area

The JUNCilON offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling,
6 billiard tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the JUNCilON
in the Union or call 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rent.a.I ($.35).

LEAGUE TIMES •••

6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m... Monday Night COED
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m... Tuesday Night COED
4:30 p.m........... Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.
7:0.0 p.m........... Wednesday Night Men

UPER DRAFT NIGHT:
RAFTS •

M~. .·s.mer.·.

Scharf~nberg ~

Julie
Erin Skerl
<;:indyy Wagers

Come and Cat~h. !b~ ~~iritl _

345-7427

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE COURT HOUSE

. '.

··-

Location • • • North end of UNION STATION
Hours •••
t

M-TII ... 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
F•...... 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sat. ..... 2:00 . p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sun .... ·. 4:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

UNIVERSITY UNION

BOWLING

LANES

c

TUES

10 s~.~992
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's Incorrect insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classiHed advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING, 418
W. LINCOLN, CHARLESTON.
345-6331.
_________
· 12111
T's Expert Keys. Typing. Free
pick-up and delivery In Charleston.
Same day service available. Call
348-0627.

deadllne to .appear In the
next d.ay's publlc.atlon.
Any ads processed AfTlR 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads c.annot be c.an-

$22.17/hour. Professional company seeks students to sell popular,
college "party" T-shirts, (includes
tye-dyes). Choose from 12
designs. 1991 /92 average
$22.17/hour. Sales over twice
average first month. Orders
shipped next day. Work on consignment wino financial obligation
or purchase for $5.95/up. (Visa,
MC accepted) Call free anytime
1-800-733-3265.

celed .after the 2 p.m.
deadline.
ClassiHed ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
rv~ 19' su~ect to approv~
and may. be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

------~---9/8

Taking appll~nll tor lunch
hO(lfa MWf'.
.available
11 : 15-12 :30. Charleston Dairy
Queen. 20 State Street.

-.atfl

Part time house manager for
women's chemical dependency
program. Responsible for monitoring safety and well being of
clients. 2-3 nights per week in
exchange for living quarters.
Applicant must be female and at
least 21 yrs. old. Apply at Central East Alcoholism and Drug
Council, 635 Divis.ion St.,
Charleston.

919

TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus representatives. Ski packages also available. CALL 1-800-648-4849.
----------'9/14
Wanted talented male or female
vocalists, guitar players, keyboard players. Accepting aps.
348-8853 mornings.
9/8
...
E.,..X=T=E=R.,..,10,...R-=P-A.,.,.IN""'T'""E~R-,S,---E-='x-perienced Student Painters needed
to paint Charleston area homes.
Full or Part Time. AMERICA'S
COLLEGE PAINTERS, 1 (800)
626-6267. "Painting America's
homes coast to coast."
9/17
O!lissitl..,,.,__-,-eds..,......,.W-ork--.,.-1.,..58-1--28-12-

SutVIC£S Offl.Rf.D

TRAVIL
TRAINING/SatooLS
HELP WANTED
WANTU>

AoornON
R1D£S/Rmf.RS
ROOMMATIS

FOR RENT
FOR SAU.

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

-~.

.

ha-00

.............

~·--.-....

o!::;

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed. Weekends. Six children
1-11 yrs. Early childhood/Educatian majors preferred. Only serious need apply. 342-2525. Ask
for Doris Keller.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/18
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. MALE or
FEMALE. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738

_S_P_R-IN-G~-S-R_E_A_K~-.9-3--S-E.LL

DIRECTORY

LOST

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

Name:________________
Address: _ _ _ _ __ , . . - - - - - - - - Phone: _ _ _ _ _~Students DYes D No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Daily Commuter From Effingham
Area Needed to Share Driving.
Call Lisa at 868-5942.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./10
Commuter from Salem looking for
someone (preferably a female) to
ride to and from EIU on Tuesdays
and Thursday. Call Denise at
. 618-548-4730 after 6:00 p.m.

-~---~-~---'9"9

1 SUBLEASOR AT 506 MONROE AVE. GREAT APT. FURNISHED. 348-5340. $125 PER
MO.

- - - - - - - - - " - -· '·9110

1984 Cutlass Cierra, 53,000
miles, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500
345-6861.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11

Mini storage for rent by the
month. Apartment Rentals 820 ~
Lincoln St. phone 348-n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.:_l2111
Microwave ovens for rent $59 for
9 months plus $1 O deposit. Apartmen! Rentals 820 Lincoln St.
phone 348-n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Individual Rooms for rent, utilities
included. 3 blocks from campus.
348-8870.

°NATIONAL RES4DENCE liALl Honorary will meet tonight at 6 p.
the Sullivan Room in the Union. All NRHH (EIU) alumni are welcom411
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a pizza party and meeting at 6:30
Tuesday at 1817 9th St. Apt. #5. For more info. or directions, call
(348-7797). Please bring $2.00.
PHI BETA CHI will have an informal rush from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. W
day. For information call Pam or Brenda t 581-2370.
FAMILY FUN FESTIVAL is looking for volunteers from 8 a.m.
p.m. Sept. 19 at Lakeland College. Volunteers are still needed
"Friend for a Day." Volunteer forms may be picked up and ret
112BEB, Department of Special Education, any time on or be
September 15, 1992.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB WILL have an informational meeti11Q at
Tuesday in the Psychology Lounge.
THE COUSELING CENTER will have a workshop from 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Effingham room of the Union. "Anxious Eati
sented by Genie Lenihan - Do you know someone who us&s un
dangerous ways to lose or control weight? Come to an info
forum on anorexia and bulimia.
NEWMA.N CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mtg. at 7 p.m. Tu
Newman Center. Newman Catholic Center will hold its first hom
float meeting. All are welcome. For rides or info. call 348-0188.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have flag football Tues
begins today at 4 p.m. at the Intramural football fields.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ will have Prime Time (the
ing) at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in Lumpkin 17. Everyone is welcome;.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have bible study at 6 p.m. li
in Coleman Hail, room 109. Roy Lanham facilitator.
ORDER OF OMEGA will have mandatory meeting at 8:30 p.m. l
in the Union walkway. Membership selection will be discussed
leadership conference and filling chairmanships.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a meeting at 6 p.m. Tu9Sd1111
Casey room of the Union.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOC. will have a meeting ·
Tuesday in Lumpkin Hall room 105. Anyone interested is wel
cars meeting is at 5:30 p.m.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have tennis singles Tuesdal
begins today at 6 p.m. at Weller Tennis Courts.
ZETA PHI BETA Sigma will have an ice cream social at 6:30 p.m.
day in the Afro-American Cultural Center (The Black House). Eve
welcome to enjoy ice cream flavors and fun.

For sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme
cheap transportation-Good Condition I $1200. obo 348-7864
Christa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
Call Jeff at 345-3866.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
1988 Ford Festiva, one-owner,
low mileage $3250. 1985 Chevrolet Celebrity, one-owner automatic, air $2750. 345-4471

CHARGE
IT!
TH£ DAILY

£ASTERN NEWS
is now accepting
Visa and Mastercard
for your advertising
needs

25 Having rounded
projections
28 Some concerns
· 4 Produces
of racers
produce
32 Aphorisms
34 Gridiron feat
tScornfully
self-satisfied
35 U.S. satellite
36 Radial
13 Sabot's sound
37 Sparkling
on a pavement
headdress
15 Dostoyevsky's
39 Mentor
"The-"
40 Newman film
11Altman's
41 Sketch
"Welcome--·
42 Noisy oil well
n Galileo was one 44 Full of feeling
47 Zasu of early
11 Cousin of etc.
films
20 Mint "for
remembrance· 4a Half-sister of

14 Of bodily tissue

Liza

49 Actor Dixon
11 Saharan nomad
13 Redoubtable

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Co.mpositof _ _ _ __
no. words/~-----...:Amount due:$ _ __ _ _

D Check

·a:oo

Reasonable

8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Doubts
Dateline

Back to School 92

I

Rescue 911

32

DOWN

36

1 Battle memento
2Too
3 Kitchenware
4Ultimate
I Put on a
pedestal
1Frosted
7 Country singer
Bandy
.
1T. WiHlams
vehicle
• Co-creator of ~
law of radiation
1olnn off a
highway •
11 Suffix with cell
12 Scottish novelist:

40

22 Criticism
24 Autocrat
2SShaping
machine
26Hatred
27 Shakespearean
fan

Full House
Family Matters
Roseanne

Pirates

Coach
Going to Extremes

29 ". . . crowd":
30 Everglades bird

33Atlas

News

News

News

New Mike

M"A"S•H

Love Connection

Hammer

D.Letterman

lnsi<je

News

Being Served?

Kojak

so

51 Poi source

41 Calamitous
43 MOMA display

Cardinals at
Expos

TerraX
Mysterious World

Disney

Movie:

Invention

Little House

Autumn

Beyond Tom.
Brain Sex
Star Trek

hirtysomething

•!;.:I

'
•
!+.:..---

Learning in

America
Wings

Arsenio
P1ofiles .

'<

saPelagic
predator
stASiouan

Boswell

Chronicles

Edi~

SS Pure andsi

39 Deny

Carmen Sandiego L.A. Law
Behind lht;1 Scenes
City from the Edge Movie: The

Movie

410newitha
mortgage
Some objets
d'art ·

38 Suffix with

ing to
America

Tonight

41Female
bullfighter

Wordsworth

Last Prostitute

NBC

umentAffair

82 Salt's tale
63 Norwegian river
64 Lecture material
65 D.S. Freeman
subject

14 Foresight
31 Some bar
11 S. L~ver's "Rory
crossers

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
"DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The N~~. reseAtes lhe right to edit or reftJse ads considered libelous
' ,.
or in bad taste.

Quantum Leap

PLEASE NOTE: Campus dips are run free of charge one day only
event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News offi
noon one business day before the date of the event. Example: an
schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip· by
Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or S
event.) Clips submitted attar deadline WILL NOT be published. No cli
be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains conflicting inf
lion will not be run.
·

57 Kitty sweller
58 Apt anagram for
17 Across
·
60 Whaler's cask
61 " ... l~vely as

1~1839

D Credit

Check number

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30

1978 Honda Hawk, CB400.
obo. Great condition. Call
1105.

Roommate needed for Brittany
Ridge. Call Jennifer 618-5482258.

ACROSS

23 Flatfish

Payment:

DV£ftJISING

A

1 Dummy

11 Earnest attempt

D Cash

.· .,

,,

ClASSlfim

,,

LA§Slfl£D

A

Rocket Sqauad
Movie: Algiers

Tuesday, September 8, 1992

12

The Dally Eastern

.,;.,.· ·-"""

\\~ou Know, it! )o ridiculouf. If I don't-cal I my
parent5 every funday at exact~ s. o'clock,

y

. the~ thihk I was kidnapped by a/1enf. or
~omething. Atl'iway, orie Sunday me and
Mark we dec:ide to take-off atid checkout
the Ci fy. )o ""e're hang1i\7, out and l look. a+
r<°t'I. watch. S o Cloe/(. Al~ig~t, )o fro/ call1h9
card and r head dow"' to the local pool hall.
(Which I ~appen to know haf ~payphone)
And I te II the folks the Martians Sehd
-their ber t. '

'I

- o matt~r where you happen to be, the .
·for another.
AT&T Galling Card can take you home.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first
~ It's also the least expensive way to
... . ~cu . call will be free~* And you'll ~come a member of
call state-to-_state on AT&T, when you can't dial- .1, ~~?-~- __ , AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, : tfft,
and services that saves students time and money.
, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls~
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of
"
And once you ha\re your card, you'll never need to apply
this world.
0

• ...

, .. '
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To get an A1E' Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
<'; l'N!,\T&T ·~FCC ........ l'kuall-11111-b ....k " h l l - - J j .IT&TLD r................. l!"!'.-ofoud..-diroct......_._...,_,....,...-~- m """11\t'fi:"~! 'Hllltt.u.ld-'•"'',.rr._,t111~~natn.._.<Y•tirrl,._an Uflrflun*1t)l•lft'U'f11k*"'lbldrnl.
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incent gives resignation

Cubs win in 11 innings

EW YORK (AP) - Baseball comioner Fay Vincent gave up the fight
eep his job and resigned Monday,
days after an overwhelming no-connce vote by major league owners.
've concluded that resignation - no~
ation - should be my final act as
missioner 'in the best interests of
ball," Vincent wrote in a three-page
r to owners that he made public.
n an Aug. 20 letter to owners,
ent had vowed "I will not resign r." Owners voted 18-9 with one ·
ntion Thursday for a resolution of
onfidence that asked him to quit,
he decided to resign after a weekend
eflection at his home in' Harwich

PITTSBURGH (AP) - The Chicago
Cubs needed 21 hits to get into position
to w"in. Bob Patterson needed just one
pitch to undo an admirable day's work
by the Pittsburgh Pirates' bullpen.
Derrick May hit a three-run homer on
Patterson's first pitch in the 11th inning
and Alex Arias went 5 for 5 in his second major league start, giving the Cubs
to a 6-5 victory over the Pirates on
Monday.
"Forget the first 20 (hits), it was the
21st that made all the difference," the
Cubs' Mark Grace said.
For the second straight day, the Pirates
missed a chance to gai_n ground in second-place Montreal in the National

Port, Mass.
Vincent was forced from office by a
group led by Jerry Reinsdorf of the
Chicago White Sox, Bud Selig of
l\filwaukee, Stanton Cook of the
Chicago Cubs and Peter O'Malley of the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
They were angered by the commissioner's refusal to give up his "best
interests" power on collective bargaining, his National League realignment
order and his stance against superstations.
"It would be an even greater disservice to baseball if I were to precipitate a
protracted fight over the office of the
commissioner," Vincent wrote.

League East. The Expos lost their third
in a row, 8-7 to St. Louis in 10 innings,
to remain four games back.
The Cubs outhit the Pirates 2J-10, but
were shut out for 7 2-3 innings by four
Pittsburgh relievers until May's drive,
the second time in as maµy appearances
Patterson has surrendered a first-pitch
homer. Todd Benzinger hit a grand slam
off Patterson in the Pirates' 6-5 comefrom-behind victory Friday over Los
Angeles.
"It's hard to look guys in the eyes
when you give up runs like that," said
Pat.terson, the Pirates' most consistent
reliever this season. "You make it tough
on your entire team."

Soccer

KEVIN KILHOFFER\Staff photographer

Howarth tritzs to gain control of the ball as the Valparaiso
r attempts to get the ball back during Eastern's 5-Q triumph.
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rest of the first half and most of
the second half. Davidson
notched his second goal of the
game with 7:07 left to play off an
assist from freshman midfielder
Steve Van Dyke.
Agyeman, last season's second
leading scorer for the Panthers,
was held in check for most of the
game. Like a time bomb he was
waiting to go off and he finally
did with just over four minutes
left in the game. Agyeman beat
the goalie off an assist from
Tovar.
Overall Mosnia said he was
pleased with the Panther offense
but did see .things that needed to
be improved.
"I don't know if it is tha~ our
guys our young and they think
they have the game in hand, but
they were doing things almost at
will at times and then they
became a little bit lackadaisical,"
Mosnia said.
Junior goalkeeper John
Gouriotis recorded the shut out
despite a couple close calls.
Mosnia said he felt the defense
was strong, but did make some
mistakes in the middle and the

end of the game.
The Panther defense stopped
the Crusaders' leading scorer,
Brian Thiel, all game. Last year
Thiel was sixth in the MidContinent with 11 goals and 26
points.
Last season Valparaiso was
beaten by Eastern 9-0. Mosnia
said this year's tte.am was much
improved over last season's.
"They are more confident and I
think they are beginning to feel
that they have a little bit of an
identity," Mosnia said. "When
your the last guy on the totem
pole all the time its tough to feel
important. They came in a little
more sharper and looked more
organized."
Crusader coach Mis' Mrak,
whose team lost 2-1 Saturday to
the same Butler team that beat
Eastern 3-0, said he was pleased
with his team's showing, despite
the loss.
"If we could have replayed the
first 15 minutes of the game it
would have been a lot closer
game;" Mrak said. "We fared a
lot better than we did last last
year."
Valparaiso is battling inexperi-

ence this season with many new
players.
"We're still a relatively young
team," Mrak said. "Even with
four seniors starting, we still have
a lot of young players out there.
We have three freshmen and one
of them is even a starter. There
are all positive things for us.
"We need to start capitalizing
on other team's mistakes, but
things are starting to fall intoplace."
Mosnia said he hopes the
Panthers will use the win over
Valparaiso to build some momentum heading into the season.
"It's a confidence builder,"
Mosnia said. "It's a good way to
start. At least your starting off on ·
a positive note rather than starting
with a (loss). You have the win
there and you 're a little more
relaxed. We don't feel the tension
now."
Next up for Eastern will be ti+.
Governor's Cup which is hostei:l
by the Panthers. The teams that
will compete on the Saturday and
Sunday competition will be
Eastern, Southern IllinoisEdwardsville, Sangamon State,
and Western Illinois.
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Panther defenseman Football
earns Gateway honor
By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

Junior Shavez Hawkins had a
pretty good showing for his first
game in a Panther uniform, good
enough to be labeled as the
Gateway Conference Defensive
Player of the Week.
Hawkins, who was pencilled
in at strong safety, recorded 17
total tackles, 11 solo tackles and
assisting on six others. In addition, he flagged down his first
interception of his Eastern
career.
"(Defensive) coach (John)
Smith had me in a position
where I was free to fly around
and make plays and I did a great
job," Hawkins said. "Coach
Smith put together a great package to take out their wishbone
offense."
Hawkin~ said his interception
was a big play for him.
"I was supposed to be in the
flat on that play," Hawkins said.
"Then I was no longer in the flat
and I watched the quarterback's
eyes and he threw the ball to the
middle and I broke on the ball.
"I felt good on that play
because t wasn't even suppC?sed
to be there. I wasin the. right
place at the right time."
In addition to his interception,
he was partly responsible for
causing another. In the second
quarter, Hawkins found some
daylight and leveled Governor
quarterback Reggie Williams as
he released the ball and James
Dor~~~~ed his first of two
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interceptions of the game.
Hawkins was aware that all
eyes would be on the defense
considering it was- young and
inexperienced. He said it felt
good giving the offense some
confidence in the defense.
"We proved that the offense
could trust us," Hawkins said.
"We proved to them that we
could play.
"The defense really came
through. Last year, the offense
had it together and the defense
really wasn't hitting. We had to
show them that the defense
could come through."
Hawkins is a junior college
transfer out of Harper
Community College. In addition
to playing football at Harper, he
also wrestled and was the national juco wrestling champ at 177
pounds.
Eastern football coach Bob
Spoo is more than happy to have
Hawkins in the defensive lineup
because he plays with a lot of
heart.
"Shavez has great emotion
when he plays the game just the
way he picks everybody up,"
Spoo said. "He talks things up
and plays hard. He's a great find
for us and we're glad we got
him."
Hawkins is also happy with
his first performance in a
Panther uniform.
"It felt great and I'm happy to
be here at Eastern, " Hawkins
. said. "I'm happy that I played
good so everything is going
well."
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out time and time again. I'm very
proud of them and it's a road win
which is very hard to come by."
This win was the first road win
in over a year. Last season, the
Panthers were winless in six tries
on the road.
That first touchdown, though,
was about all the noise the Panther
offense made.
Austin Peay controlled the game
time-wise and if it wasn't for a tight
Panther defense, the score could
have easily gone in the Governors
favor.
On two occassions, Austin Peay
had the ball inside the Panther 20yard line trying to convert on fourth
down situations. On both of those
occassions, the Panther defense
forced Austin Peay to give up the
ball on downs.
"The defense gave the offense
opportunities to score and they
didn't put the defense in a bind and
they just kept coming back time
after time," Spoo said.
"We felt the pressure," McElroy
said, who had five tackles during
the game. "We haven't forgot how
it was last year. People say that we
are young, but there were a lot of
guys who were here and were getting some experience. So we are
not as young as people think."
Defensively, the Panthers were
highlighted by strong safety Shavez
Hawkins, who had 17 tackles and
an interception. James Dorsey had
a pair of interceptions and nine
tackles. Other Panthers who had a
strong showing were Dan Dee,
who had 11 tackles, and Derrick
Lane, eight tackles .
The only time the defense
allowed points was in the first quar-

1992 Gateway Football Confere nee
EASTERN
Western Illinois
Illinois State
Northern Iowa
SW Missouri State
Southern Illinois ·
Indiana State

0-L

Conference
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

0-1
0-1

0-0
0-0

Overall
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0

Saturday's scores
EASTERN 14, Austin Peay 9
Western Illinois 42, Missouri Western 7
Illinois State 51, Southwest Minnesota 12
McNeese State 16, SW Missouri State 13
Troy State 37, Southern Illinois 13
Oklahoma State 35, Indiana State 3
Saturday's games
EASTERN at Marshall
Illinois State at Northern Illinois
Indiana State at W. Kentucky
Northern Iowa at McNeese State
SE Missouri at Southern Illinois
Washburn at SW Missouri State

ter when Governor full back Eric
Dance ran into the end zone from
one yard out. The drive was
sparked by a 32-yard punt return by
Eric King which put the ball in
good field position for Austin Peay.
The only other time the
Governors scored was on a safety
with 1:24 remaining in the game.
The Panthers had the ball inside its
own five-yard line so rather than
Jason Caldwell punting the ball and
giving the Governors a chance for
good field position, he ran out of
the end zone.
Going into the game, Spoo had
anticipated the Panther offense performing better.
"I had expected our offense to be
able to move the ball and take control of the game a little bit more,"
Spoo said. "In that respect I'm disappointed for them and I think they
are disappointed too."

TERRIFIC
Tuesdays!
DINNER FOR THREE:
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WITH 32 oz. OF PEPSI
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348-1626
677 Lincoln
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"I'm disappointed with my
and with the play of the ofti
Thome said, who only com
seven of 21 passes for 53 y
"But I can't dwell on that
we are a team and the de
picked us up and I know some
we are going to do that for th
Spoo complimented
Governor defense for shu
down the Eastern attack.
"I think their defense p
well, too," Spoo said. "I saw
getting off blocks and getti
people. It was a combinati
things."
"They made us talk oursel
of throwing and that is what
best at," Thome said.
"I know our offense is go'
improve every week. We'll
next week. I'm not at all w
about that. Things just dido
into place tonight."
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astern regroups after weekend
JOHN FERAK

Noticing only the scores of
stern 's performance at the
ilermaker Preview, one might
"nk Eastern 's volleyball team
ould have been taken to a
unit with BJ
nicutt and capt. Pierce of the
77 repairing the wounds of
Lady Panthers.
"Lafayette we are here," were
t exactly words coach Betty
lston echoed upon arrival in
st Lafayette, Ind. Rather,
t's get the heck out of here,"
s probably a more common
Simply put, the Panthers
med the hard way that
here's more than corn in
iana."
owever, this was no ordifour-team tournament that
d Eastern overmatched. The
thers were up against pree competition. All three of
tern's opponents: Loyola of
·cago, Purdue and champion
e have excellent possibilito win their respective connces.
If we would have lost to
lousy teams, then naturally

I'd be disappointed," Ralston
said. "You have to take in
account that these schools are
able to recruit nationally while
being top programs."
However, Ralston is by no
means making excuses.
"Just because these schools
are power houses doesn't mean
we can't at least compete with
them," Ralston said. "I think
against Duke we played bad
because we were scared. 'Ooh.
This is the Duke Blue Devils."'
On the other hand, there were
some positives that came out of
Friday and Saturday's tournament.
"We played a lot better on
Saturday. That's one area that
impressed me," Ralston said.
"People have to remember these
teams in this tournament and
along with next week's tournament at Hofstra (New York),
that will be by far the best
teams will play all season.
"By the time our conference
season begins, we'll have
played against teams that are
significantly better than anyone
in the Mid-Con," Ralston said.
"Conference is the most important part of the year, and by seeing these teams, we'll be in

great shape when conference
starts."
Several flaws on the team
still need to be improved.
Ralston hopes that this week of
practice will enable her players
to spend time working on these
weaknesses.
"We had way too many service errors," Ralston said. "We
aren't hitting the bal 1 to the
floor. Only Susie Green and
Kim Traub have continuously
done the job in this area. We
need more people to step up.
"There are too many people
sitting on our bench that could
be on the court if they improved
certain aspects of their game
that aren't up to par."
Next weekend will be no
cakewalk, either. The Panthers
will travel to Hofstra University
in the Big Apple for another
weekend of nationally ranked
competition.
"Our first match-up will be
against Arizona State," Ralston
said. "They are already 4-0 but I
don't want to see us play them
like we played Duke. If we can
execute the fundamentals, play
smart and eliminate the errors,
things will go all right."
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laced the Panthers by scores of 15-5, 15-9 and
Again, 12 of our 23 service errors were blocks
nst us," Ralston said. "We just did too many
ous things. Our setting could be blamed for this
II as our passing."
raub and the outside-hitter Green were
's top contributers against the powerhouse
ue team. Traub's s.olid play included 12 kills
one block solo. Green also topped double digits
·ns with l 0. Green also led Eastern with nine
in the contest. Van Eekeren led Eastern with
sists and Casey added 12 assists to go along
seven digs.
tern played its best match in its finale against
yola Ramblers of Chicago. However, it simwasn 't enough as Loyola won three consecutive
s 15-13, 15-9 and 15-10.
yola is a very impressive team. They have a
talented group that probably will win its conce," Ralston said. "We played very well in our
game against Loyola and I think if we could've
that first game, we could've beat them."
phomore Sherri Piwowarczyk stepped up to
hallenge and provided a spark for the Panthers.

Piwowatczyk smashed home 10 kills, added six
assists and two blocks in her best match of the year.
Green again provided another consistent effort for
the Panthers leading the club with 11 kills and a
match high 14 digs.
Others who turned in strong performances
included senior outside-hitter Lori Olson who rose
to the occasion to finish with nine digs; Traub,
eight kills and six block assists; setter Van Eekeren
who led Eastern with 20 assists and senior middlehi tter Shelly Stuckowisch, three kills and six
assists.
Traub's outstanding play throughout the tournament was rewarded by her being named to the AllTournament team.
"Kim was undoubtably our strongest player
throughout the tournament," Ralston said.
"Although she didn't have any blocks against Duke,
her blocking definitely came alive on Saturday."
Ralston said she believed her Panthers still needed to improve in some areas.
"We have to put the ball to the floor more,"
Ralston said referring to making successful kills.
"The court is only so big. It seems that our hits our
missing by two inches ... Those are kills that we
need to get in the court by two inches."
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Eastern stymies
Austin Peay 14-9
By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Eastern running back Bill Korosec attempts to fight off an Austin Peay tackler during the Panthers' 14-9
win over the Governors Saturday in Clarkesville, Tenn. Korosec ran for a 53-yard touchdown in the game.

It is often said the best offense
is a good defense and that was the
scenario in Eastern 's 14-9 win
over the Austin Peay Governors
Saturday at Municipal Stadium in
Clarkesville, Tenn.
The Panthers defense not only
held the Austin Peay wishbone
offense scoreless for three quarters, but it also managed to put
seven points on the scoreboard on
Ray McElroy's blocked punt
which Eric Wood recovered and
ran into the end zone proving to
be the game-winning score.
"That's what we worked on
time after time and I'm glad for
them that it happened," Eastern
coach Bob Spoo said. 'Tm glad
for the team that it happened.
They have worked extremely hard
and they deserved something ~like
this and the hard work payed off.
"It was a damn tough, hard
nosed, grit, down and dirty win. It
was the best I've been involved
with. The guys hung in there and
go! it done."
In the third quarter with the
score knotted at 7-7, the Panther
special teams unit extended its
punt formation and went for the
block. In previous formations, the
defense would have a defender
run at the kicker, but not going
after the block to avoid a penalty.
"That was intentiori.al," Spoo
said. "The ones when we held
back on (the block) were when
we deliberately held back to avoid
roughing the kicker. We were just
setting up a block."
"The plan was to try to stretch
out the end man on their side of
the ball and hopefully by doing
that he would have to either block
me or the man outside of me,"
McElroy said. "On that play, I
was free to block the kick. It
worked to perfection, just like in

practice."
The offense seemed liked
was going to have a field da
after the first drive of the ga
After Chris Dudek called for
fair catch on the Eastern's 26-y
line on the opening kickoff, J
Thorne completed a 21-ya
reception to Mike Rummell.
On the next play, Bill Koro
darted 53 yards into the end zo
to complete the two-play 74-y

It was a damn toug
hard nosed, gri
down and dirty win.

scoring drive which only took
seconds off the clock.
"The offensive line had a
hole for me and I just wan
get through that," said Kor
who led Eastern with 86 y
rushing on 16 attempts. "I
hoping I could continue to
that hole, but things just di
work out. They had a lot of
on the line of scrimmage w
made it difficult to run."
"The offense did their job
and got us that first touchdo
Spoo said. "That was crucial."
Spoo was pleased that defi
picked up when the offense
struggling.
"It was a hell of a team v
ry," Spoo said. "The offense
that first one, the special t
got one and the defense held

•Continued on page 14
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Lady Panthers lose three
Soccer opens with wi
at the Boilermaker Preview
By RYAN GIUSTI

Staff writer

By JOHN FERAK
Staff Writer

No divine interventions took place
Friday and Saturday at the Boilermaker
Preview as the Lady Panthers could have
used a miracle equivalent to Moses' parting of the Red Sea.
Eastern 's volleyball squad was soundly
defeated in all three of its matches.
However, that was no big surprise to coach
Betty Ralston.
"I was really hoping that we could've
won at least one match," Ralston said. "I
thought we had a shot at defeating Loyola
but things just didn't go our way."
During Friday night's opening action,
Eastern dropped its first match of the season losing to the Duke Blue Devils in three
games 15-10, 15-8 and 15-4. Duke went on
to win the four team invitational, proving
why they are a nationally ranked club.
"We played scared against Duke ... Duke
wasn't invincible," Ralston said. "Our team
made 20 hitting errors against Duke and 11
were blocks against us. I think their size
intimidated us and our hitting percentage

•Lady Panthers try to
rebound from tough
weekend. Pase 15
was terrible."
Several Panthers did perform admirably
for coach Ralston's squad. Most notably
was junior middle-hitter Kim Traub who
provided Eastern with nine kills. Senior
middle-hitter Beth Foster also added five
kills to go along with two block assists.
Senior Susie Green came up with five kills
and eight digs.
Junior setters Amy Van Eekeren and
Shannon Casey both were tops on the
evening in assists. Casey posted seven
assists against Duke while Van Eekeren led
the team with eight assists and added six
digs in the match.
On Saturday, Eastern faced another
Goliath taking on the Purdue Boilermakers
of the Big Ten. The Panthers were no
match for the Boilermakers as they easily
tContinued on page 15

The Eastern soccer team got off to a
good start Monday, trouncing Valparaiso
5-0 in the Panthers season and conference
opener.
The Panthers started quickly scoring
three goals in the first 15 minutes, but
then the offens.~ stalled until Eastern
added a pair of goals in the closing minutes of the game.
Eastern coach Cizo Mosnia said he was
pleased his team started off so well, but
was puzzled why his offense sputtered.
"The first 15 minutes we played real
well," Mosnia said. "We were moving the
ball around and we looked sharp. But
then, I don't know if it's fatigue or what,
but we're losing a little bit of concentration during the course of the game.
"We're making silly passes and we're
allowing the other team to get into the
game. We 're allowing teams to become
comfortable when what we should do is
demoralize the other them if we can."
Sophomore forward Ricky Tovar took
the early team lead in scoring by registering five points on the day. He scored the

first two goals of the season for Eas
and then added an assist later in the g
"I didn't think I would score two g
in the first 15 minutes of the ga
Tovar said.
Tovar did it all by himself on the
goal, stealing the ball and shooting it
Valparaiso goalie Dan Naden at 40:5
the first half. Seven minutes later 11
scored again off a pass from sopho
Paul Agyeman.
Agyeman helped make it 3-0 jus
seconds later when he led a fast break
dumped the ball off to senior forward
Davidson who shot it in from 15-feet
"I thought we played pretty w
Tovar said. "We were a lot quicker
ball than they were."
Tovar said that the team was fir
going into the game after losing 3
Butler in an exhibition game
Wednesday.
"We know we didn't play that
against Butler and we wanted to r
ourselves," Tovar added. "Hopefully
game will build some confidence i
next few games."
The Panthers were held scorele

+Continued on page 13

